Brilliant City
Planning
By Frank McGuire ~ Daily Bull

Well I have found it folks! I
have found the PERFECT city!
At least perfect in the sense of
prefect at stealing your money.
This city lures you in with its
shinny lights and promise of
beer and warm food and then
crushes you. No, it really does
crush you, or at least your car.
Drive into Omaha, Nebraska
and be prepared to dodge
epically sized car-car eating
bottomless potholes. Driving
through the city is like dodging mines in a minefield. You
creep along around 20 miles
an hour on the ‘highway’ and
every few seconds shout out
to the driver “LEFT LEFT! O,
shit! There is two more on the
right!” and then brace for impact as you are hurtled to the
ceiling of your car with enough
force to crunch vertebrae.
You might ask why we decided to venture into this lovely
car-eating trap after finding out
how bad it was. This would
be a valid question, and if we
had not had a dented rim from
the hidden mini pot holes that
were scattered across the interstate, cleverly hidden as exit
ramps, we would have gotten
...see Mmmm... Crunchy on back

Bus Ride Pastimes

The Steaming Pile

Straight From You-Know-Where!
Things Lady Gaga Should Wear

By Jeremy “Sunshine” Loucks ~ Daily Bull

Most of us have had the misfortune of
having long bus rides. Whether in grade
school, high school, or college, we’ve
been on an endless ride in uncomfortable seats. My personal record is a trip
to Washington DC, but the recent bus
trip down to St. Joseph, MO,
was pretty ridiculous. We
pep banders found multiple ways to entertain
ourselves through the
plains of Iowa and
the terrible wasteland of Wisconsin.
Sleep. This is just a
given, especially when
you leave Houghton at
4am. It’s a reasonable thing to do on
any long bus trip. The hardest part is
finding a comfortable position. The
leg room is tiny, your neck has to be
at awkward angles, and your back will
feel like you just rode a bull for the full
8 seconds. But, time flies when you’re
sleeping.
Watch Movies. Got a lot of time on your
hands and TVs mounted into the ceiling? Watch a movie on them, suckers!
Anyone who’s been on a charter bus
knows about their WONDERFUL DVD/TV
systems. You take a vote, or possibly
just run up and throw a movie into the

player. Half the speakers on the bus
are malfunctioning, and there’s always
one TV (the one closest to your seat)
that’s flickering or off completely. And
of course, no one can agree on an appropriate volume (especially when your
bus driver randomly messes with the
fade and volume without mentioning
it). So yeah, enjoy your movie!

Old Lodes
Bananas
Pepperoni
Nothing
Old Tetris cartridges
Ipod touch bra
Bacon
Lol cats
Ice cubes
The blood of the innocent
Strawberry yoohoo
Hookers and blow
Sheep costume
The healthcare bill
Protection
Shoes made of cigars
A strap on
All three legendary birds
A hat made of toilet seats
Male members “ The dongxedo”
Moon rocks
Chem exams
Rabid Fan girls/boys/shemales

Drink. I never cease to be
amazed at how plastered
some folks will get while
in the back of a tour
bus. From puking in the
travel toilet to passing
out on the bus floor,
I’ve seen it all. Drinking
does make the time fly by
though, especially if you do drinking
games coupled with watching a movie
or a card game. And hey, if you drink so
much you pass out, the trip will probably
be over before you wake up again, so
it’s an added bonus!
Play “Travel Games.” Nothing brings you
back to childhood like playing the license
plate game, the billboard alphabet game,
and I Spy.
Egyptian Rat Screw/Euchre. If you don’t
know what these games are, stop what
...see The Wheels on the Bus on back

This shit is Bananas.
Banananananananananananananananana....

Coconut crabs
A burka
Hot candlewax
Whipped cream
Ghetto Blaster shoulder pads
The Wall
Giant gold dollar signs
Normal fucking clothes
Nipple Tassels
Ham sandwich
Power ranger outfit
Red shirt
Alec’s Cologne
France
Poor Haitian children
Hockey pads
Biodegradable bikini
Inflammable Hot pants
A top that once you pop you just
can’t stop
The Dorito’s Samurai outfit
A Taylor polynomial expansion
Strips of Analog Film

PIZZA
Mo’ Better Pizza!

482-5100

won’t remember. Discount only on pizza and no extra discount
on specials or with a coupon. And no discounts if you piss us off!

Thank God men cannot as yet fly
and lay waste the sky as well as
the earth!
~Henry David Thoreau

The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and should not be taken seriously... like Agreeing with John!

10%
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But you gotta ask for it and show us your MTU ID—because we
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Sunshine’s Searcher: Awesome Original Pokemon

Hey you! Ya you! Can you use a
keyboard? If so then come to our
meetings! Wednesdays at 9:15 in
Walker 144. DUU EET.
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you’re doing, find someone that does,
and have them slap you senseless for
not knowing the awesomeness of
these card games. With aggressive
slappers and wily partners, you can
have a ton of fun. You may even forget you’re on a bus…until the driver
unexpectedly swerves and the cards
go flying into the aisle.
Start a Sing-a-Long. What bus trip
would be complete without childhood classics such as, “The wheels
on….” Ok, I’m lying. Nobody does
that crap anymore. We rock out to
things like “Bohemian Rhapsody,”
“Don’t Stop Believin’,” and “Sweet
Caroline.” It was enough to drive the
older folks nuts and help pass the time.
So there you have it: tried and true
ways to pass the time on a bus. Like
a Boss. (except no chicken strips or
jumping out windows).

BULBASAUR
IVYSAUR
VENUSAUR
CHARMANDER

CHARMELEON
CHARIZARD
SQUIRTLE
WARTORTLE

BLASTOISE
CATERPIE
METAPOD
BUTTERFREE

WEEDLE
KAKUNA
BEEDRILL
PIDGEY
PIDGEOTTO
PIDGEOT
RATTATA
RATICATE
SPEAROW
FEAROW
EKANS
ARBOK
PIKACHU
RAICHU
SANDSHREW
SANDSLASH
NIDORANF
NIDORINA
NIDOQUEEN
NIDORANM
NIDORINO
NIDOKING
CLEFAIRY
CLEFABLE
VULPIX
NINETALES
JIGGLYPUFF
WIGGLYTUFF
ZUBAT
GOLBAT
ODDISH
GLOOM
VILEPLUME
PARAS

PARASECT
VENONAT
VENOMOTH
DIGLETT
DUGTRIO
MEOWTH
PERSIAN
PSYDUCK
GOLDUCK
MANKEY
PRIMEAPE
GROWLITHE
ARCANINE
POLIWAG
POLIWHIRL
POLIWRATH
ABRA
KADABRA
ALAKAZAM
MACHOP
MACHOKE
MACHAMP
BELLSPROUT
WEEPINBELL
VICTREEBEL
TENTACOOL
TENTACRUEL
GEODUDE
GRAVELER
GOLEM
**Bonus: The first
two gym leaders
in Kanto**

Brought to you by Jeremy ‘Mr. Sunshine’ Loucks

... Mmmm... Crunchy from front.

right back onto said interstate and
gone to a much friendlier location
such as Kearny, NE, where good beer
and warm food do not come with a
large pothole on the side, out back,
and in the front.
Now you may be asking me, what
is so special and brilliant about this
whole city with its large potholes?
There might not be much to be said
for neglecting to fix holes in a road,
but when the point is made NOT to
fix the holes Omaha definitely deserves some sort of honorable mention. They are well aware that these
car-eating mini black holes exist, they
even have a page of their city website devoted to them. They only way
they will fix a pot hole is if you get a
picture of the pothole, the location of

it, and some evidence that it is actually
a pot hole and not a shadow. I suggest
submitting this picture to see what they
say!

spray em with paint. To ensure that you
do not get run over, all you have to do
is jump back and watch them plummet
to their ultimate
doom!

So the next time
you want to colOr better yet
lect insurance on
you could reyour car while
ally mess with
practicing your
people
and
evasive driving
start
planting
maneuvers, head
trees in all of
on down to Nethe
potholes
braska. Just think
that are ready to
of the possibilidevour your car.
ties! You could
That will save
DUDE!? WHERE’S MY CAR!?
set up a great paintball
the city money on future
field, complete with finroadwork. Plant enough
ished fox holes/prefect ambush points trees and they will just turn it into a park,
for vehicles. Just lay in wait and when which can then be used for more epic
you hear one coming pop up and paintball tournaments!

